
BIKE MAINTENANCE



The ideal product for lubrication in unfavorable environments. Due to its spe-
cial formula, it retains its lubricating characteristics even in the presence of 
water and moisture and resists wash-offs effectively. It allows for long distan-
ces in wet environments, guaranteeing maximum lubrication of the chain and 
other parts. Regular use of LUBOIL, plus regular cleaning, eliminates any 
problems with chains.

General lubrication product. Suitable for bicycle racing because it em-
phasizes maximum smoothness in working conditions. Lubricate the 
chain thoroughly, ensuring the chain is not dirty beforehand. It is ea-
sily removed by scrubbing and guarantees an excellent lubrication even 
at high speeds. Allows for better lubrication of all components such as 
seals, gears, derailleurs, levers, etc. Base lubricants are of exceptional 
quality guaranteeing smooth flow characteristics, which allow the best 
reduction of friction for any bicycle.

Bottle 40 ml

Bottle

Bottle

Bottle 40 ml





Excellent solvent spray for cleaning 
mechanical and electrical equipment. 

Quickly and effortlessly removes all types of 
dirt, enhancing the functionality of the equipment. 
Quickly cleans brake discs, crowns, pinions, 
chains etc. SOLV is indispensable to the race 
because of its the convenience and ease of use. 
This spray is valuable in the workshop for its spe-
ed, precision, and effectiveness with which it carri-

es out the best cleaning of the treated parts.

Dry lubricant for mountain bike chain. 
The ideal product for lubrication in 
dusty and dry conditions. Its particular 
formula, with strongly adhesive additi-
ves, retains its lubricating characteristi-
cs even after long runs in unfavourable 
conditions, guaranteeing the chain 
lubrication. Regular use of EXTREME 
LUBE, combined with regular cleaning, 
eliminates chain problems. The product 
is best used when chains are first 
cleaned with CRAZY BIKE, our watery 
detergent, and SOLV, our cleaning 
solvent, before treatment.

Cleaning solvent and de-
greasing chains, cranksets, 
derailleurs, hubs and all 
other mechanical parts of 
mountain bikes and road bi-
kes. Use with brush or rag in 
order to remove grease, oil, 
sludge, leaving parts clean 
with better functioning. This 
excellent solvent effortlessly 
removes oils, asphalt, and 
bitumen. If you want an im-
mediate and complete dry, 
we recommend forced drying 
with compressed air. SOL-
BIKE is absolutely inert to 
metal parts and completely 
immiscible with water. After 
treatment, restore normal 
lubrication. Use in well-venti-
lated place and with caution 
on painted parts.

A delicate part, the fork requires a solvent spe-
cifically designed and formulated to effortlessly 
and effectively remove any residue from oils 
and fats, which are used in normal lubrica-

tions. These silicone products do not lend 
themselves to easy cleaning 

with normal detergents and 
solvents and therefore re-
quire the use of a specific 
solvent. Our product, as 
well as being effective, 
does not damage seals, 
gaskets, aluminium al-
loys, carbon, titanium, 
magnesium, or plastic 
parts. Simply use a soft 
cloth dampened with sol-
vent on the stems of the 
forks, restoring normal 
lubrication with a specific 
product.

Bottle 1 litro

Bottle 1 litro





Ensures an effective and constant 
lubrication of the bearings as it re-
sists tears and strains in all weather 
conditions. A few drops of GRASSO-
LIO oil significantly lowers annoying 
noise and increases efficiency. Whi-
le fats and oils tend to evaporate 
quickly, especially during the hot 
season, GRASSOLIO remains 
in contact with the bearings for 
a long time and is not affected 
by temperature changes. Its 
special additives “extreme 
pressure” gives detailed re-
sistance to wear. That’s why 
GRASSOLIO is more than an 
OIL or a fat.

With a few simple steps, the problem of non-lubricated 
chains while racing will be end forever. LUBOIL RACE 
should be applied before the race in the required quantity to 
ensure lubrication efficacy. When on rough terrain with sand 
and mud, lubricant tends to ware off and may need to be 
re-applied in order to ensure safety – LUBOIL RACE allows 
you to easily do it yourself without wasting too much time. 
LUBOIL is designed for mountain bike chains because of its 
strength. It works particularly well in unfavorable and harsh 
terrain. Due to its special formula, the lubricant stays on 
longer even in the presence of water and moisture. It allows 
for long distance rides in wet environments, guaranteeing 
maximum chain lubrication.

Water resistant grease consisting of refined mineral oil additives, 
particular antioxidant agents, and extreme pressure additives that pro-
vides excellent performance even in demanding situations plus anti-
friction additives to improve smoothness factors. It also contains as 
solid PTFE lubricant, a particularly valuable additive that makes the 
product absolutely superior to ordinary fat. The product is characteri-
zed by a wide spectrum of use, even in demanding working conditions 
or unfavourable places. Great for ball bearings, hubs, and linkages for 
peak performance and maximum protection against breakdowns that 
would compromise the ride.

Bottle 150 ml

Supplying: Syringe 20 ml - Dispenser pipe - Carbon support

Bottle 500 ml

Jar 100 ml

Jar 100 ml

Synthesis fluid for braking sy-
stems.  BRAKE OIL is the 
most technologically advanced 
answer for the fluid of the braking 
circuits with disc brakes. The high vi-
scosity index ensures efficient braking in 
all situations even when the temperature rises 
and the conventional oils show their limits. BRA-
KE OIL does not damage the O-rings and other 
rubber parts or plastic circuit. Furthermore BRAKE 
OIL does not incorporate water or moisture and 
does not create emulsions in the circuit. The ex-
ceptional resistance and functionality of the product 
allow to stretch the timing of replacement of the fluid 
in the brake circuit.

NEW WITHOUT 
LITHIUM



A large capacity syringe to introduce latex directly from the 
inflation valve. This makes easier and cleaner the tyre tre-
atment operation with the latex. After introducing the latex, 
make a light sprinkling of RAPID to avoid blockages of the 
valve.

Entirely synthetic latex with excellent puncture-
resistant characteristics specially formulated and 
tested in the races around the world to satisfy the 
needs of athletes and fans. The exceptional qua-
lity of the product allows for optimal functioning 
of mountain and city bikes. It offers the best pro-
tection against punctures by thorns, sharp stones, 
roots, and spikes, allowing the rider to finish the 
race. Use it together with START UP inflate and 
repair, one of our products for bicycle maintenan-
ce. Absolutely without ammonia.

Natural latex with excellent puncture-resistant 
characteristics specially formulated and tested 
in the races around the world to satisfy the ne-
eds of athletes and fans. The exceptional qua-
lity of the product allows for optimal functioning 
of mountain and city bikes. It offers the best 
protection against punctures by thorns, sharp 
stones, roots, and spikes, allowing the rider 
to finish the race. Use it together with START 
UP inflate and repair, one of our products for 
bicycle maintenance. For expert mechanic ne-
eds, there is also a thickener for FIMOLATEX 
to modulate the density of the product for a 
single race

Bottle

Bottle 1L

Bottle 1L

Bottle 150 ml

Tank 5 L

Tank 5 L

AMMONIA FREE
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